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The Albert Hall Museum in Jaipur, Rajasthan, is one of the finest museums of the 19th century, with a
repository of 19000 objects. It was envisioned by Maharaja Sawai Ram Singh II and executed by his

successor Sawai Madho Singh II at a time when Jaipur was making a transition from the feudal era, into a
modern and model state. In the atmosphere of change, the vision for the museum was brought to life by
Thomas Holbein Hendley. The collection that he put together is a valuable inheritance today: arms and

armour, sculpture, international art, pottery, stone work, wood work, ivory, jewellery, clay models, musical
instruments, coins and seals, carpets, and miniature paintings. The museum is home to the rare Persian

Garden Carpet and also an Egyptian Mummy.

Location Museum Rd Ram Niwas Garden Kailash Puri Adarsh Nagar Jaipur Rajasthan 302004 Timings The
timings are from 9 am to 5 pm and 7 pm to 10 pm every day.It will take around two or three hours to take a

complete tour of the museum. Alas the interior. Thousands of products are available to collect.

Albert Hall Museum Jaipur

Albert Hall Museum in Jaipur. e Albert Hall now boasts of a metal room an armsandarmour gallery a
sculpture gallery displays of international art pottery stone art wood work ivory jewellery clay models

musical instruments coins and seals carpets and galleries for miniature paintings. Treasures of the Albert Hall
Museum Jaipur by Jaipur Government Central Museum Book 3 editions published in. Magic India Jaipur The
museum is built in the magnificent Albert Hall. The Albert Hall Museum also known as the Central Museum
is located in the gardens of Ram Niwas Bagh in Jaipur. The Albert Hall Museum displays several unusual and
striking things. The Albert Hall Museum has paintings carpets ivory stones metal sculptures colored crystals.
It is also called as the government central museum. Mantar Jal Mahal Albert Hall Museum. There are lot of
handicraft items made by local artisans from medieval and ancient times of India. The second book Museums

of Rajasthan also edited by Chandramani Singh is a compendium of the art treasures of 18 government
museums spread across the length and. Albert Hall Museum Jaipur is a true treasure house of culture and
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traditions and unknown hidden facts about the Rajasthani people. Albert Museum Hall is one of the oldest
museums in Rajasthan. Musuem has great collection of thnigs to see even an Egyptian mummy. AddThis

Sharing Buttons.
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